Application Modifications and Enhancements

HiCAMS & DOH Vendor Version 8.4.2 were released Friday, 05/09/2014.

OVERVIEW OF THE RELEASE

• HiCAMS Version 8.4.2 is comprised of a production problem fix in the Densities modules that was introduced in our recent 8.4.1 release in addition to some fixes to the new Local Government Agreement (LGA) contract module

CONTRACT MAINTENANCE - Review Contract Times

• Dates for LGA contracts now appear in the window. (SQA 21369)

CONTRACT MAINTENANCE - Review LGA Contracts

• Made the Administrative Division field uneditable after a contract number has been assigned. (SQA 21359)
• Set the application to default the Contract Office Location to the Office Location of the assigned Resident Engineer. (SQA 21369)

DENSITY - Review Density Asphalt Nuclear QC

• Corrected the functioning of the window so that an error message is no longer presented every time the user tabs to a new test section. (SQA 21189)